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Sutures and Infinite Laughter: an introduction
by Ruben Pang

These paintings attempt to articulate things that cannot be said, but never begin
with the intention of becoming statements. Instead, they begin with stutters and
stammers; my partner who has a relative who overcame stuttering said that the ears
of loved ones were the reason he speaks fluently today. Painting is a game and a
conduit, like music, that allows me to progressively unravel (and to listen to) that
which I keep from myself.
I engage in compulsions and ask questions that arouse enthusiasm. Recently, I’m
starting to scratch the surface of advice that was given to me 10 years ago: “always
remember you are nothing.” Whenever I can manage the emotional ebbs and flows
of it (art is inadvertently melodramatic), I’ve treated composition in music and art as
a game where you win, or you learn. For every day one leaves the studio victorious
after applying a new effect, technique or resolution to a composition, there is the
potential shock of its impotency as it is revisited later. This could be attributed to
technical issues, where paint cures to a dull, matte surface, or psychological, where
I’ve become punch drunk due to the tunnel vision of obsession. The most disheartening feeling for an artist or musician is to learn that you cannot trust your own eyes
or ears. Yet, it is precisely such through reduction, where the “I” becomes small, I
think, is the price of freedom in this open-ended game.
I also hope to exploit the natural translucency of oils to record both effortless moments and where I’m grasping at straws. Presently, my honest ideal is of a painting
that acknowledges the artist’s aspirations, reaches too far, and finds its equilibrium
as it contradicts itself, especially if it is read from any particular angle. I paint from
the perspective of a student of the artists and musicians that I admire and remind
myself, against my disposition, to be open—easier now that I’ve experienced my
tastes change over the years; some artists and musicians that I dismissed as a teenager are now my idols.
Music informs some of my sensibilities in paint, both in technique and philosophy.
Recording engineer Steve Albini’s account of guitarist Jimmy Page during a critical
listening session details Page’s ability to detect a foul note amidst a section of an orchestra, yet also knows when not to pick at the details, saying “they’ll get the idea”.
Similarly, in illustrating phrasing as a guitarist, Duane Denison uses the metaphor of
speech, one doesn’t carefully pronounce each and every word. Apart from the many
technical parallels that painting and music share, an essential principle that I’ve learned the hard way, twice, through both mediums, is to favor raw edits and scaffolding
over perfectionism, with the intention of constructing the purview of a composition.
My ambition for the arc of these of paintings and sculptures is a collection of memories, fantasies, and dreams, warped and reformed. In order to will, to seed dreams,
it is necessary to flex against nature. In painting dreams, we concede to the laws of
physics but are gifted unknown rewards. In the spirit of humor, I intended for these
fluids to transmit both epic existential queries as much as minor griefs and primordial inflammations.
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Decreation: Critical Notes on Ruben Pang’s Sutures and
Infinite Laughter
by Adam Staley Groves

I.
In March 2018, I composed poems for Ruben Pang’s Halogen Lung, an exhibition
of paintings held in Lugano. I wrote one poem for each painting. Unbeknownst
to me Ruben inscribed each poem on the back of their corresponding image. From that point forward I have accused Ruben of having a sense of humor.
Prior to Lugano, I accepted Ruben’s invitation to work on painting and music in
his “Tuas studio.” At the time I was completing a lengthy study of the American
poet Wallace Stevens (1879-1955) whose high regard for painting was on my
mind. Yet it wasn’t until I sat down to prepare this text that I had time to reexamine Stevens’s prose “Relations Between Poetry and Painting”. There writes Stevens
“I suppose … it would be possible to study poetry by studying painting or that one
could become a painter after one had become a poet, not to speak of carrying on in
both métiers at once, with the economy of genius”

Only by an “economy of genius” could one take-up painting and poetry simultaneously. Stevens’s example was William Blake (1757-1827). In Blake’s
paintings there are convincing parallels to Pang’s images. Setting aside an
analysis, I wish to emphasize what it means, at least to me, when a painter inscribes poems on the back of his paintings. It evokes what Stevens considered
“The poetry of humanity … to be found everywhere … a universal poetry … reflected
in everything.”

Despite the fact that arts are differentiated by technical skill and industry, it is painting and poetry which resemble each other most. Thus, a universal poetry regards an
elusive form which binds them together. The painter’s use of poetry is a strong move.
If we know in order to be a good artist, a painter must study painting, we also know
a good writer must read. What is often not found is a painter who engenders his technē by an economy of genius. For Ruben Pang this is exampled by his simultaneous
practice of painting, recording and production of music, and sculpture. If Pang’s recent exhibition in Singapore, The Instrument Possessed (2019) revealed traits of such
an economy, the works collected for Sutures and Infinite Laughter marks an arrival.
This artist, whose works for the current exhibition I have watched come into existence, whose growth I have had the pleasure to experience, offers something vital
and necessary. Ruben Pang’s instinctive regard for poetry offers a critique in terms of the industry in which he works but equally in regard to our troubled times.

II.
To make the case, I refer back to the opening paragraphs of “Relations Between Poetry
and Painting.” There Stevens reminds us it was French poet and critic, Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) who established a fundamental rethinking of painting and poetry.
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Furthermore, it was Baudelaire’s critical prose that renovated the concept of critic
and criticism in terms of “modernity.” It begins with his Salon de 1846 when the
young poet declares critics should not be impartial, dispassionate, or apolitical.
Criticism should be “amusing” and “the account of a picture may well be a sonnet
or elegy”. Art criticism should be poetry.
Humor is not entirely synonymous with amusing. A painter who selects poetry to
have his painting’s back, literally and figuratively, could be considered funny or foolish. The thing is, I am not sure either Ruben or myself understood what it meant to
compose verse as an account of his images. Moreover, I wonder if we understood
what it meant when a painter’s hand inscribes a poet’s verse in this way. That is my
first point which is particular to the exhibition’s title Sutures of Infinite Laughter.
To my second point: Pang has potentially improved Baudelaire’s concept of poetry as art criticism. I refer to Baudelaire’s critical prose of the early 1860’s “Richard Wagner and Tannerhäuser in Paris” which lauds the force and power of
music while serving rebuke to an overly dry, institutional criticism. Says Baudelaire
“To find a critic turning into a poet would be an entirely new event in the history of the
arts, a reversal of all the physical laws, a monstrosity; on the other hand, all great poets
naturally and fatally become critics.”

In other words, poets who become critics are superior to critics who had never been
poets. Baudelaire’s claim reads in stride with Stevens’s maxim “poets are born, not
made.” And Stevens, like Baudelaire, was skeptical about industries which form around
the arts, including academia. Both view poetry as a general, universal sensibility which
facilitates the simultaneous practice of disciplined arts. It is the hallmark of a great artist.

III.
Sooner or later an artist must deal with criticism. They may come to understand
criticism as a consequence of their drive, desire, revelations, and existential crises.
Indeed, it concerns the commerce surrounding their works. For Baudelaire to become a critic meant to face what is not only natural, but fatal. One shall inevitably face
“a spiritual crisis … when they feel the need to reason about their art, to discover the obscure laws in virtue of which they have created, and extract from
this study a set of precepts whose divine aim is infallibility in poetic creation.”

When it comes to poetry there is a logic, albeit arcane. Because it is so, poetry protects creative precepts from a paradoxical desire for a final, if not total resolution. Poetry protects the destruction of art from ourselves and
others by circumventing the reduction of formative strength to nothingness.
In other words when Ruben critically situates his art by a poet’s verse, he uses a
reasoning which is not his own. This weirdly improves Baudelaire’s poet forced
to reason about him or herself. Ruben’s act evokes a maxim known to high theory: Poetry guards the work by ensuring precepts remain unresolved. The act
guards against internal, spiritual crises brought by an external, critical apparatus.
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Internal and external criticism comes on the painter’s terms which are contrary to
finality or total resolution. If this artist thwarts an institutional machinery the act also
concerns, whether he is conscious of it or not, a relationship with his creations. It
means to fight “spiritual enemies” both internal and external, thus the work pushes
back the destruction of meaning-making art facilitates. This is why Ruben Pang is
a critic whose stance seems to improve Baudelaire’s. That is the first of two points.
The second point concerns contemporary meaninglessness. Our life is increasingly
characterized by technical automation or a constant, invasive augmentation of personal and planetary creativity. Technicity has renovated common sense, just as modernity was characterized by technologies which brought about industrialization, urbanization, and the fragmentation of the family along with long held communal values.
A contemporary illustration would be ‘death-by-selfie’. Specifically, the recent spate
of hikers who accidentally fall to death when taking their pictures against a vast chasm, mountain summit, or waterfall. Death comes by a desire to reflect our image into
a world machinery. This desire is excited by a machinery which seemingly masters
creative drive. Users of social media constantly actualize creative force into a content.
This desire is not only creatively metabolic. To belong to the world-image means a
full definition, if not mortal resolution. Death means we cede the ability to make and
form. There will be no more selfies to take, only the desiccated content of a former life.
We abide by common sense but rarely question it. Historically, art has been thought
to rupture common sense. We sense and feel its form, the force of a deeper appeal,
and carry this strength with us. Yet death-by-selfie illustrates common sense has
been transformed. Common sense seems tuned more to defining if not resolving
our lives. If it is by and for technological sense that we increasingly live shall art be
able to rupture its claim? The challenge in terms of how I assess Ruben Pang’s work
is not only in regard to pristine technique, mastery, and strong study. This painter
resolves his work, without doubt. But his use of poetry critiques this technological
claim on common sense. Precisely because it is contrary to his innate disposition of
resolving his works, the development of an economy of genius, and artistic mastery.
Thus, I am compelled to ask what, if any responsibility would this painter-critic,
have? For one, Ruben’s work is not compatible with Baudelaire’s modernité. Pang’s
images concern an inner life of the mind, not the vacuous subtleties of an urban life
a painting would otherwise document.
Conversely, the pressure of the exterior world, its ever increasing and amplifying force, may have situated his gaze entirely inward. Thus, a fleeting or ephemeral scene
is left to us, and this painter documents the flames of his dreams.
Yet I think it appropriate to claim Pang’s works exemplar of poetic-painting. This
accords to Baudelaire’s later prose “The Painter of Modern Life” specifically “Mnemonic Art” where he remarks of “barbarism” or “an inevitable, synthetic, childlike
barbarousness … which comes from a need to see things broadly and to consider
them above all in their total effect.” Baudelaire remarks of fatal assumption assigned
to painters and poets, one which is also reflected by Stevens. Yet Pang’s images are
not demanding of the imagination.
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They are not draining for trained or untrained eyes. They resist contemporary realism
and hyper self-awareness. Pang’s lines are delicate and swift, they respect abstraction
by celebrating the rush of imaginative flight with precision. Often, I have watched
him against these giant surfaces, as if diving into a liquid. Sometimes his hands are
smashed into the surface, other times as if an eyelash, swift, soft. If missing features of
the world ‘out there,’ this work is not a translation of external life. You are not tasked
to see abstract batik, naked breasts, or cultural litter. One ventures to tour the mind.

IV.
By a final critical note Ruben Pang’s work utilizes “decreation”. In other words, decreation is a strategic feature of Pang’s critique and the work’s aesthetic qualities. In
“Relations Between Poetry and Painting,” Stevens briefly remarks of Simone Weil’s
concept
“She says decreation is making pass from the created to the uncreated, but that destruction is making pass from the created to nothingness.”

By poetry, Pang’s work decreates itself, warding off destruction. Poetry concerns a form which all technically disciplined arts spawn. The final form of
all the arts is this undefinable form. And because poetry is the least technical of arts it resists final conceptualization, as Hegel discovered, to his dismay.
It has no definition, which is something of a definition. We know of it, yet cannot capture it. For Stevens this portends, without doubt, the faculty of imagination. In other words, the form of poetry guards human technē, it does not fully exhibit it, which is why imagination has the force and appeal that it does.
Conversely an economy of genius runs a serious if not fatal risk for
an artist who lives. This risk is particular to decreation, says Stevens
“Modern reality is a reality of decreation, in which our revelations are not the revelations of belief, but the precious portents of our own powers. The greatest truth we
could hope to discover, in whatever field we discovered it, is that … truth is the final resolution of everything. Poets and painters alike … make that assumption.”

If the artist or poet does not give regard to his or her absolute tendencies, this
assumption can be fatal. If this artist guards himself from destruction by decreative tactics, they need check their rapacious insistence on resolution.
That is itself something of a truth. Yet infinity is a concept, not a reality. The artist must decreate themselves in order to ethically practice their great potency.
Pang’s work stands against the junk of cultural milieu typically heaped on the artist. It comes to this: the artist presents and that is it. By the work’s creative engine, we nourish our mental vitality. Persons seek to possess such work in order
to nourish their lives. Yet artists, like the rest of us, face a world driving backward
into nationalism and ethnocentrism, a world lurching closer to governance by automation. Artists, like the rest of us, face the same claim on our imaginative faculty.
And it shall be the poet within him or her, that will critique irrationalities of the day.
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V. Sutures and Infinite Laughter: Poems

or--The encounter,
it seems for
translation of
some,
inner tongue of taste.
All tongue,
no mouth.
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Viscous Harmony
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
50 x 40 cm

Element tames these
Acrid blooms.
In the
Furrows,
Calibration ticks.
Moon lumber legs,
Tuned lumbar.
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Earth is an elevator
Out of the world.
The world seems
A seed, like a
Moon’s iris,
Out of socket
Eye or egg?
What gestates?
The limbs in this field, or brambles?

Propellant
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
50 x 40 cm

Lion loin trembles.

11

Time denies this hinge.
Lend it, then enter.
He stands with tails of prairie grass

The sun, heaved up,
By its own loining arc.
Blue scatters.
Reigns,
These empty seeds.

12

For Every Gain, a Loss
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
50 x 40 cm

13

Here we drink the broth of
Mercury.
From the wall’s stomach.
Here the lion sleeps
In his savannah
As brambled limbs
Calling, Thoe with a
Damp trumpet or
Mouths she
Presses a force into
Loins spilt from pallor sun
The monkey’s eyes flower.

14

A Place Without Vagaries
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
50 x 40 cm

15

Applause
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
154 x 114 cm

The moon caught
These irides
Which,
Cut holes in
The flute of,
The sun beam.
Caught them.
And in the instant
Shattered moon clapped,
Back together.
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No Legato
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
154 x 114 cm

the mirror waved,
a swimming pool,
cracks up sunlight.
the mirror captures no thing
has no memory
simply a writer
of the eye
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Bow’s tether
Plays up the pond’s treble
Irides of applause, draws forms.
The eye is not the concept of
Infinity.
In its glimmer,
Tremor.
Detune the applause.
Where to fish?
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The Pond
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
220 x 150 cm
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Having found its domain
A sight to see
Was seeming
Was better.
Was it long?
Between here and here
Along with me.
How many tears missed
Misted and
Ejected from the eye flower trumpet?
The lion’s loin tremors with earth
An earth lifts itself into its whorld
The eye is, the lens of
The idea
The bow throws it.
The lion paw
Tenderizes clods beneath it
Sleeps it seems, in dust.
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To Straighten a Comet’s Tail
2018 – 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
220 x 150 cm

21

No I earns
Wisdom.
Eyes are full of experiences
The self never earned.
Experience is the urn of figures,
And a sun’s labor.
Traffic is similar to the eye,
Streets gain insight, welcomes travelers.
None earns wisdom, its given.
A tooth is gravel
Wise rock
We use to grind organic life,
To grow our brains,
We use our hands to feed,
The brain is the hand, The hand lays itself on thinking.
The root ends when
Wisdom blooms into
Venated experience
See: variegation
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Roots of Honest Dreams
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
154 x 114 cm

23

Became spider.
Comet shot through.
The lumbar bent by the lunar.
Comethead:
In the bath of
The trumpet’s pure, straight, eternal tonal entrails.
Sounds are a cull.
Loon rhythm
The flesh is a curtain
Map of stars.

24

Front Towards Enemy
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
154 x 114 cm

25

It is time to wash
The empty space
Out of
Your bones.
Time to collect
The iral holes of the moon’s porous clapture.
One trumpet
Its great brass
Beaded with
Thought stitches
To interior experience
Draws dimension
Forgotten we are food?
No worries
I will carry your
Eventual skull
Like this night which licks up
Into ears
A tremor from
The backside of my cells
This eventide cultivation

26

Permanent Humor
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
77.8 x 61 cm

27

The trees of warland
Drank blood.
Out of
Tree bark
An eye peeks
By it sees the moon which
Smashes and recollects empty seeds.
The tree tremors, as a lover’s loin.
Trees
Bathed in the wars which have never come.
Live by unearning sun and
The cartoon of the world.
The lion is no where
Thor is drinking coffee
He works for skywire security, he met
Harold Bluetooth who
Ate a thunder
Thor breathes
At the table, there are no lions.
Just pupa amassing
And washing itself
In computer color white, drained organ flesh, pale
driving through the architecture of the eye
Through the moon’s earth drilled holes
This passage, irides

28

Coniferous Defense Strategies
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
40 x 33 cm

29

The day carries
Its own funeral
That’s what
Gives the gain brilliance
Of night tide
A summer full of moving horses
Some rhythm drums them.
Composed of a chord which
Detunes itself

30

Cartilage of Siren Songs
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
40 x 33 cm

31

in the fold of this grip
A world flu
Churns in it
In the hold of this loom
Arachne wipes her face
With a lung cloth
Hurls song into song, with each wipe
The great folding into inside
But not prayers and do not
Don’t ask the giant
Who unfolds his eye as
ranunculi
Who charms with the soft purse
Of his eye grip

32

Receptive Organs of a Stinger
2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on wood panel
40 x 33 cm

33

Viper Learns Articulation
2017 - 2018
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
215 x 125 cm each (left and right panels), 215 x 137 cm (middle panel)

34

The fern
Coils and throws
Spores
The breathy soil is
Home to a large snail
Marbling in muscular spasms
The snail intones
Upon it, like a lamp, it’s poison to the touch
gives the scene:
Horses of summer
Decorate the ear, for storms

35

the computer white wash means
less than a sky which is mute and cold
before it is
dream fire
at the last band of atmosphere.
I was alone when
She fell outside of
That small boat
The transom gripped
Crow leads bear
To the body.

36

Pharmakos
2018 - 2019
Oil, alkyd and synthetic varnish on aluminum composite panel
77.8 x 61 cm

37

An Opinion and a Drill
2018 - 2019
Ceramic
45 x 28 x 33 cm

39

Nerves for Infinite Returns
2018 - 2019
Ceramic
41 x 26 x 35

40

Emotional Hygiene
2018 - 2019
Ceramic
43 x 32 x 31 cm

41

Waltz with Snipped Ankles
2018 - 2019
Ceramic
44 x 27 x 29 cm

42

Phantom Throat
2018 - 2019
Ceramic
42 x 28 x 33 cm
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Sutures and Infinite Laughter: FAAQ (Frequently Artist
Asked Questions)
From a conversation between Vincenzo Gangone and Ruben Pang

VG: It is the fourth occasion in which you show your works with us at the gallery.
The first two ones were group shows (2012 and 2014), where you were confronted with some established colleagues and you welcomed the challenge.
Three years ahead of your first solo (Zwitterion, 2016), what does this exhibition mean for you now?
RP: Personally, looking at this body of work will remind me of a few things.
Discipline and attitude. It is an active choice, to show up as your best self,
choosing how you want to conduct yourself within the studio. My rule is
that I will not sigh in the studio. I believe that is a kind of behavioral conditioning and will reinforce how I end up responding to stress when I’m in the studio. I believe that if you show up with the right mindset, the paintings will
paint themselves and the music will materialize; you’re just watering the plants.
Bending time. The luxury of having a studio is that one shortens the time between thinking about something and conceiving it. This paintings and music realized
here often demonstrate the result of having a space where ideas do not remain
solely ideas but get to be materialized and tested out immediately. At the same
time, in a few paintings, I made the choice to slow down, to study its effect on a
work. The triptych Viper Learns to Articulate was conceived in December 2017
and finished in 2019. It is a record of time spent in good company. In 2016, my
friend and mentor, Gilles Massot asked me to actively fall in love with things and
people; to seek out the company and counsel of people I admire, to find muses, and to be enchanted by music. In other words: to be vulnerable. The people
who have spent time in my studio inspire me. They share certain qualities: their
enthusiasm is infectious, they have a wicked sense of humor and laugh hard-the
decay of the reverb of their laughter is the most common sound in the studio.
Vulnerability. To ask someone you admire and respect, perhaps a stranger: “Hey,
we’ve written these songs, we think you’re an awesome drummer, would you come
and record them with us?” To show a body of work to a critic or fellow artist that
you admire: “Please give me your brutally honest opinion, what would you change,
what disturbs you, what is working?” We are lucky to have someone care enough
to pay some attention to our work. To sit with your bandmate and take in a riff
that you cannot make sense of and try to believe in it despite your instincts telling you to make him/her change it to your tastes. And experience a reciprocal
empathy towards the ideas you put forward. The reward is being witness to magic-paintings that you’ve never seen before but recognize, and musical passages
that seem to appear out of nowhere — a mix of automatism, chance and intuition.
The experiences I’ve shared with these artists and musicians lead me to choose
openness and vulnerability in my relationships over doing everything my way alone.
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VG: There are so many feelings underlying your works but what immediately leaps
out from these few things is a cautious energy guiding your practice. So, in
the end, what Sutures and Infinite Laughter exactly is?
RP: I’m currently observing my own manic drive required to achieve technical benchmarks. A significant part of me believes in mastering technique
and I am familiar with the sacrifices needed to reach each new criterion I’ve
set for myself. At the same time, technique doesn’t paint the whole picture.
Seeking to “tie up the loose ends” requires an equal amount of humor and hysteria
to balance side effects of such a disposition. I hope that this body of work can make
the melodrama that artists and musicians share, a bit more relatable to the viewer.
Sutures and Infinite Laughter is also gratitude: I wake up thankful for the life
that I have. I have a supportive family that has sacrificed their living space for
my art practice since my formative years. My family has chosen to be a part of
my artistic life yet know when to give me space. They are emotionally supportive and are the bedrock from which everything else can be built upon. I am
also thankful for the difficulties; they remind you that you are nothing and to
recognize and come to terms with the many things that are not in your control.
Eventually, this show is the tangible result of the work of the people who
make the raw materials that I need, of those agents who oversee the logistics
and administration of handling my art. I am grateful for the space and the opportunity to live off my art and remind myself that none of this can be taken
for-granted, that we are not entitled to have anything at our disposal forever.
VB: When you talk about art, you make references to music. Actually, the title
of the show, likewise many artworks, sounds like songs titles. I know you
play some instruments, too. Nevertheless, these two worlds have apparently
not collided yet. Could you elaborate a little bit more about the relationship
between art and music?
RP:
There are techniques and sensibilities that can be translated across both processes. For instance, when you apply an effect, automate or process a sound, often,
you’re not trying to make the character of such effect apparent. In painting, there are blends and glazes that you apply to strengthen the overall composition,
sit things down or unify the composition and you don’t want the viewer to notice such marks sticking out. The difference is that in music production, this is a
given for any track. While in painting you could negate subtlety entirely, depending on your taste. In music production, an accurate neutral recording of what
happened in the studio is often an advantageous starting point, that you could
start stylizing from. It is often challenging enough to reach this point. The simultaneous experience of creating, recording, monitoring and analyzing music and
art is a grounding exercise. It makes me attentive, to things that I would have never noticed, for instance, how a room colors the sound of a record, or how our
perception of a neutral light to display or reproduce art changes over time. I’ve
learned some profound philosophical lessons on perception from instruction manuals and technical difficulties. It has made me look past the notions of representational, figurative or abstract, and recognize the limitations of such terminology. In my inner dialogue, these words have become indications of stylistic trends
and are no longer binary or antithetical. What this means for me is a new kind
of empathy. I find it harder to use any descriptive term flippantly and I spend
more time looking and listening without giving rise to my opinion or judgement.
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Sovereign Asian Art Prize Finalist for First Born
LaSalle Award for Academic Excellence
Full venue sponsorship by Substation for Strobe like a Butterfly
Winston Oh Travelogue Award
Georgette Chen Arts Scholarship (Local)
Creative Community Singapore Ideas @ Work
Singapore Youth Festival Arts and Craft Exhibition Gold Award

RESIDENCIES
2015
2014
		

START International Artist Residency Program, Tel Aviv-Yafo, Israel
Stelvia Artist in Residence, Residency Program in Desenzano del Garda,
Italy and Lugano, Switzerland
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Adam Staley Groves (b. 1976) is an academic teacher, author, and poet. He received both
Master’s and PhD in Philosophy, Art, and Critical Thought from the European Graduate School, Saas-Fee, Switzerland. He holds a second PhD in Modern Thought, from the University of
Aberdeen, Scotland. He studied under art theorist and psychoanalyst, Laurence Rickels, and
Heidegerrian scholar Christopher Fynsk. Adam’s research interest in modern poetry and theory
seeks an ethics of the imagination particular to the user of everyday technologies. He has been
translated and published as a poet in France, working with noted poet and scholar, Philippe
Beck and theorist Judith Balso. In 2013, Adam’s contributions as a poet was recognized by the
French philosopher, Alain Badiou who situated his work as a “return to the poetry of thought.”
Adam has authored two volumes of poetry: Poetry Vocare (2011) and Filial Arcade
(2013). In 2016, Adam’s poem “Etui” and its concept ‘ob-literate’, based on a translation of Walter Benjamin’s “The Destructive Character” was adopted into an experimental musical composition sponsored by Gadaemus Foundation (Muziekweek) in The
Netherlands. His monograph Wallace Stevens and Speculative Poetry, is schedule for
publication by Brainstorm Books, University of California Santa Barbara, June 2019.
Adam has published academic and non-academic content on artists and art theory. Namely ArtUS, and more recently a chapter contribution “The Absolute Hand” for the reader
Allegory of the Cave Painting, which exhibited the phenomenality of non-datable, cave
paintings. His writing on the late Chinese artist, Ren Hang, as well as poetry composed for
painting was recently published by T The New York Times Style Magazine Singapore. In
late 2017, Adam began a long-term collaboration with Singaporean painter, Ruben Pang.
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